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This past year has
truly been one of
my most extraordinary and humbling.
On Dec. 28, 2017,
Leslie and I
welcomed our first
grandchild, Cora
Elizabeth Conway,
to the world. We
have been both
amazed and
amused watching our firstborn, Zach, and
his wife, Meghan, survive the process of
purchasing their first home and making their
way through the first year of parenthood.
We’re most amazed by the fact that we have
somehow become grandparents. I was sure
we were still 35.
Cora is, of course, the most adorable, smart,
and interesting baby ever to be born. Leslie
is most proud that she is “colorful.” She has
quite a personality and sense of humor.
Leslie babysits two days a week, and my
home is once again filled with toys, highchairs, and port-a-cribs. Life is good.
I am so grateful to continue to have an
enormously satisfying and successful
business relationship with my son, Zach.
His youthful energy and insight have been
invigorating and invaluable as we strive
to meet the challenges we face in this
ever-changing technological, political,
and financial landscape.

Allison found herself doing a lot more
traveling once again this year! She worked
for a season in King Salmon, Alaska, for
a company that operates floatplanes and
lodges in some of the most remote regions
on earth. Needless to say, it gave us the
perfect excuse to visit. Leslie was less than
thrilled that Allison and I had her camping
in one of the most densely populated grizzly
bear areas in the world; no less on her
birthday, but we all lived to tell! I was able
to take some pictures of the bears feeding
along Brooks Falls. From air and by sea, we
saw a lot of bears, moose, eagles, calving
glaciers, and vast open land. Alaska is
gorgeous, wild, stark, and a “must see” for
all of the adventurers out there! Leslie says
seeing it again via a luxury cruise would be
acceptable.
Allison followed up her season in Alaska with
a month-long trip to Bali in a co-working,
co-living space. It’s amazing how small the
world has become as “digital nomads” can
choose to work anywhere. I think Leslie
might have preferred to visit her there.
Luke turned an internship into a full-time job
at Investopedia in New York City. He is still
commuting from home, but has started an
apartment search. As he debates the pros

Should Politics
Affect Your Portfolio?
and cons of Manhattan, Jersey City,
Hoboken, and Weehawken, I remember
what it’s like to be 23 and just starting out.
Leslie and I are still enjoying the farm. The
sheep have multiplied, and watching the
babies take their first wobbly steps was
awesome. However, despite our best efforts,
we can’t seem to out-fox the foxes, hawks,
snakes, and coyotes when it comes to
keeping our chickens alive. So, for the
moment, the coop is empty, which is fine
with Leslie. Once she heard that snakes
were attracted to chicken coops, she kept
her distance, especially when we caught
a seven-foot rat snake.
As always, we’re eager to venture into
another year of family, fun, and exciting
endeavors in work and in life. We hope you
feel the same.

Amid powerful political rhetoric, it can be tempting to give credit
for strong stock market performance and assign blame for poor
performance to a sitting president or the political party in power.
Cumulative return of the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index from election day to election day.
(Through December 14, 2018)
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For instance, did President Trump fuel the economic recovery and
stock market climb? Or was the Obama administration responsible?
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In general, share price performance can be affected by:
• Company fundamentals, such as management, profitability,
revenue, assets, liabilities, and anticipated growth, are the

credit because he led the Fed as it lowered interest rates to near

bedrock of share price performance.
• Fiscal policy is the government’s way of influencing economic

And, who is responsible for slowing economic growth and falling

performance. Its policies regarding spending and taxation can

share prices? Did the election of a Democratic majority in the House

stimulate consumption and investment or slow it down. For

spook investors? Or were the current administration’s policies
responsible? Perhaps the Fed deserves the blame for tightening
monetary policy.
The answer is that all of them are responsible, as are other issues.
The stock market is complex, and a confluence of factors affect
share prices. In addition, as a leading economic indicator, the stock
market reflects what investors believe will happen in the future rather
Photo taken by Michael Conway at Brooks Falls, Alaska, 2018.

CLINTON
TERM 2

Perhaps, former Federal Reserve Chair Ben Bernanke deserves
zero following the financial crisis.

After her maternity leave, Meghan is back
in the classroom with her kindergartners.
Leslie and I don’t know how she’s able to
spend eight hours a day with five-year-olds
to then come home to be the wonderful
mother she is to Cora, but she does! Her
patience and boundless energy are
astonishing.

Cover photo by Joshua Kristal.

42%

than what is happening right now.

instance, 2017’s Tax Cuts and Jobs Act reduced corporate taxes
and supercharged company profitability in 2018. It also increased
the deficit and the national debt, which could hurt long-term
economic growth.
• Monetary policy is the way the Federal Reserve influences the
economy. When the Fed pushes interest rates higher, it becomes
more expensive for companies to finance operations, which can
negatively affect profitability and share prices. It works the other
way, too. Lower interest rates can make it less expensive to
operate, which can boost profitability and share prices.
Continued on page 15
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ZACH CONWAY

Minimalist Filmmaker

MATT D’AVELLA

Follows A Less-Is-More
Guide To Personal Finance

If you commit
to a process and
better habits,
you’ll make a
huge impact over
the long term.

We tend to retreat from the things that feel most overwhelming. In life,
nothing proves this more precisely than our relationship with money.
Since we see finance as endlessly complex, we avoid rather than address
our own money problems. In fact, just 31% of Millennials have any sort
of financial plan, according to the Charles Schwab 2018 Modern Wealth
Index. Of those without a plan, many said that simply not knowing where
to start represented the biggest roadblock.
In the same survey, many defined

Matt D’Avella is a filmmaker known

our money problems because

wealth not as the ability to infinitely

for his hit Netflix documentary,

assessing our situation feels

spend, but as the opportunity to

Minimalism: A Documentary About

incredibly complicated and painful.

live a more stress-free life, a

The Important Things. He now

But simply acknowledging our

heartening sign that many of us

hosts a podcast and posts videos

finances is really the most

have a more minimalistic mindset

for his growing audience on

that prioritizes real happiness

YouTube, often discussing the

above materialism. Yet millions of
us still suffer stress from the same
money mistakes because we can’t
commit to solving what feels like
an insolvable puzzle.

psychology of money and how a
minimalistic approach to personal
finance can empower us to get
started. I spoke with Matt to learn
more about how he created and

need to recognize that personal
finance is almost entirely about
behavioral change and not
complicated math. We create
financial freedom by creating
better habits like learning how to
recognize and avoid “lifestyle

But what if the solution to our

maintains his minimalist personal

creep.” Whenever we make more

personal finances wasn’t nearly as

finance plan.

money, we inevitably want to

complicated as we believe? What

reward ourselves. So we rent a

that doesn’t look the same for everyone. Once you start talking,

I think a lot of us dig ourselves into holes so deep that we feel like

something like when you want to retire. That’s when you can work

nothing could possibly help. So we sort of double down on our

as a team to build a budget and decide how much to save each year

decisions. That’s how I felt when I graduated college with $97,000 in

to reach that goal.

building resentment. I also remind myself that even though
minimalism is about ensuring we find value in the things we own,
I think defined goals become a rallying point. It’s easier to talk about
money when you can work around a mutual commitment to

debt and instead of paying it down I decided to buy a brand-new car.
We feel trapped. I couldn’t imagine what I could do to turn that
situation around. Even when I finally committed to paying off my
debt, the beginning felt so difficult because you can’t see much

How did you systematize parts of your plan like paying
down debt? Did you gamify the process in any way?

progress when you’re paying a small amount a month. But if you

Having graduated with a crazy amount of student loan debt, I decided

commit to a process and better habits, you’ll make a huge impact

I had to move into my parents’ basement. Since I desperately wanted

over the long term.

to move out and get on with my life, I knew my decision would help
me block distraction and motivate me to pay off my debt as quickly

or take a vacation. We all feel

stable lives? And what if that more

What do you consider the
most fundamental principles
of a financial plan?

minimalistic approach for budget-

My first step toward financial

after ephemeral pleasures

ing, saving, and paying off debt

freedom was to understand my

instead of long-term comfort.

Most problems in our relationships come from a lack of communica-

the one that cost $200 a month, then the one that cost $150 a

meant we could not only start a

emotional relationship with money.

If you truly want to become

tion. In my experience, we should try to have the most difficult

month, and so on. This wasn’t even the most financially smart

plan and reduce stress, but

As most of us live paycheck to

financially free, you need to focus

conversations as soon as possible. Get comfortable facing the

decision because I wasn’t first tackling loans with the highest interest

redefine the meaning of wealth?

paycheck, we turn a blind eye to

on the long term.

uncomfortable. You may stumble, but not talking just means you’re

rate. But my method helped me totally focus on my behavior.

if recognizing just a few immutable
truths of money meant we’re all
capable of leading financially

04

important part of a plan. We also

A lot of us can’t seem to get started when it comes
to tackling our money problems. Beyond that fear of
complexity, why else do you think we tend to avoid our
financial issues?

bigger apartment, buy a nicer car,
pressure from advertising, social
media, and our peers to chase

Since most of us struggle to talk about money, what’s
your approach to addressing issues when you’re in
a relationship?

as possible. That was the first step to committing to the process.
Then, I sorted all my loans in a spreadsheet. I ranked each loan
based on the amount I was required to pay each month. From there,
I paid down the more expensive loans first. I started by knocking off

Continued on page 18
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Facing The Return
Of Volatility

PERSONAL NOTES

affect even well-diversified portfolios, corrections can prove a

In both 2017 and 2018, strong economic growth supported financial
markets despite tightening monetary policy. However, the preternatural

healthy process by resetting company valuations to more historically

calm and double-digit gains in 2017 did not repeat themselves in

normal levels, even offering investors an opportunity to buy more

2018 as volatility finally returned to U.S. stock markets early last year.

shares at discounted prices.

In February, the Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) Index and Dow

On top of stock market volatility, bond markets began bothering

Jones Industrial Average (Dow) experienced corrections (pullbacks

investors in 2018 when the “yield curve” began appearing in

of 10 percent or more from most recent peaks). During the fourth

headlines. More specifically, pundits began discussing the inversion

VICTOR MACCAGNAN

KIM KUSHEL

ZACHARY CONWAY

a shorter-maturity Treasury rises above that of a longer-maturity

As time goes by, some years stand out to

As we enter this new year, I can’t help but

This past year, I experienced for the first time

Market corrections are not unusual. Since 1929, the S&P 500 has

Treasury. Historically, when yields on two-year bonds are higher than

me. In 2018, Victor and Brianna grew by

look back at the whirlwind of a year we

the strange combination of pure exhaustion

faced 74 corrections (about one a year on average).1 While any kind

yields on 10-year bonds, it has been a signal that a recession may

leaps and bounds. Brianna was asked to

had. If I could give this year a theme, it

and excitement after welcoming home our

of downturn can make investors uncomfortable and can significantly

be ahead.

compete for gymnastics and has been

would be “transitions,” as I found this to be

first kid, Cora, at the very end of 2017. My

very committed. Her hard work has paid

a common thread in both my life at work

wife, Meghan, and I have loved becoming

off as she has been placing in her meets.

and at home.

parents. Despite the early days of sleepless

quarter, the S&P 500 and Dow faced a second correction, and the

of one segment of the yield curve, which occurs when the yield on

Nasdaq Composite experienced its first.

Victor and I really enjoyed the new wave

The yield curve sparked fears of recession late in 2018.2

runner I purchased. We spent hours on
the open water this summer. He loved

The table shows a normal array of Treasury yields in 2013. Yields increase as maturities lengthen. Late in 2018, the yields
on three- and five-year Treasuries inverted.

playing flag football with his friends, and
he is looking forward to basketball

TREASURY MATURITY

1 mo

3 mo

6 mo

1 yr

2 yr

3 yr

5 yr

7 yr

10 yr

20 yr

30 yr

12/15/2013

0.06%

0.08%

0.10%

0.13%

0.31%

0.58%

1.36%

2.06%

2.71%

3.50%

3.80%

12/17/2018

2.36%

2.39%

2.40%

2.54%

2.66%

2.70%

2.68%

2.69%

2.77%

2.86%

3.00%

season.
We had our family trip this year at Atlantis.
Victor and Brianna were finally old enough
to go snorkeling. Fish were eating right out
of our hands in the ocean, and hundreds

However, two- and 10-year yields did not

As we look ahead, most analysts anticipate

This is the time to take comfort in the

of fish surrounded us in the private lagoon.

invert in December. Yields on three- and

continued economic strength in the United

knowledge that broadly diversified portfolios

Victor and I tackled the Leap of Faith, and
I let out a bigger scream than he did!

five-year Treasuries did. An expert cited by

States. However, slowing global economic

are built to weather the worst kinds of

Barron’s looked back to see whether this

growth, declining earnings growth rates,

downturns. That means, no matter what

type of inversion was a warning signal.3

tightening monetary conditions, shifting

people think is ahead, those with well-

The findings showed that, since 1964, these

investor sentiment, and other factors could

diversified and risk-appropriate portfolios

maturities have inverted seven times. On

affect financial markets.

should sit tight.

It can be tempting to shift portfolio alloca-

It’s also a good time to consider Warren

tions and move assets into “safe invest-

Buffett’s advice from a 2010 interview.

ments” when share prices decline. We’re

“You want to be greedy when others are

one occasion the economy was in recession,
but on all others, recession didn’t occur for
two or more years. While there is no
guarantee the markets will behave as they
have in the past, headlines may have
unnecessarily triggered investor anxiety.
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I had high hopes for the Yankees this year,
but unfortunately that did not pan out. I
ended up going to their one game playoff
against Oakland, which was great. I also
went to the Boston game where they lost
by 15 runs! There’s always next year.

In late summer, we transitioned from
National Financial Services to the Fidelity
Institutional platform, and everyone pitched

nights and the many new challenges, the joy
in suddenly seeing all of life through the eyes
of a baby has proven it all worthwhile.

in to help facilitate a smooth transition.

We’ve loved watching Cora grow, learn, and

Working together in this manner brought

experience things for the first time. Watching

our team even closer together.

her see the ocean for the first time was

As for my home life, my daughter Mia has
begun the college application process.
Meredith and Matthew have their driving
permits and I could not be prouder as I
watch my children transition into responsible young adults, but I wouldn’t mind if
time could slow down just a bit!
My husband Scott and I have been
volunteering for an organization that
provides financial assistance to families of
children fighting cancer. We recently
participated in a Family Holiday Celebration
for the children and their families to help

especially awesome. Over the summer,
we were lucky enough to join the rest of the
Conways on a trip to Anguilla as well as
Meghan’s family on a trip to the Outer
Banks of North Carolina. Cora is officially
a beach baby.
After taking some time at home with Cora,
Meghan is now in her seventh year of
teaching, currently as a Kindergarten
teacher for the Denville school district. While
she and I both love our careers, work-life
balance takes on a whole new meaning with
a baby in the mix. We’ve learned the
importance of planning—and scheduling—

hard-wired to react to perceived threats.

fearful. You want to be fearful when others

I had my usual getaway with my college

keep their spirits high. Seeing the joy on the

However, acting out of fear, or trying to time

are greedy. It’s that simple.” 4

friends and ended up renting a lake house

children’s faces as they decorated cookies,

the market, inevitably leads to the destruction

in Connecticut. We had a great time

played games, and took pictures with

As we enter this new year, I’ve never felt

of wealth.

playing golf and exploring the lake on a

Santa and Frosty made this an incredibly

more excited for plans related to our

pontoon boat.

rewarding experience.

business. After a lot of hard work, we’re

Wishing everyone a fantastic beginning to

Wishing you much happiness, good health,

2019!

and all the best in the New Year!

1

www.yardeni.com/pub/sp500corrbear.pdf

2

www.treasury.gov/resource-center/data-chart-center/interest-rates/Pages/TextView.aspx?data=yieldYear&year=2018

3

www.barrons.com/articles/dow-drops-4-5-but-the-market-is-probably-overreacting-1544234320?refsec=the-trader

4

Alex Crippen. ‘Warren Buffett: I Haven’t Seen As Much Economic Fear In My Adult Lifetime - Charlie Rose Interview.’ CNBC.com.
August 5, 2010. Accessed December 17, 2018. [https://www.cnbc.com/id/26982338]

free time together.

well-positioned to achieve great things that
will help us even better serve our clients.
Here’s to a successful 2019!
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Scheduling also allows donors to identify

While donors spread the word online,

grow because donors insist such organiza-

how gifts fit into a budget. We tend to

volunteers can create both online and

tions only spend donated dollars on things

donate without understanding how each

in-person communities, leading to higher

that directly support the cause. That means

outflow affects our bottom line. In incorpo-

satisfaction in giving and greater visibility for

non-profits can’t spend money to hire the

rating our giving into a well-monitored

best talent or create large-scale promotional

the cause. The DEED app operates a bit like

budget, we can ensure our own financial

campaigns. Thankfully, Millennials have

a blend of Yelp and Instagram in which you

well-being, which in turn allows us to

Until now, non-profits have struggled to

begun to circumvent this paradox as
crowdfunding and social media empower us
to promote on behalf of many causes. And
non-profits are taking notice. Deevee Kashi,
CEO of on-demand volunteering app DEED,
explains, “Non-profits know they must evolve
to connect with a younger generation used to
more culturally relevant and technology-based
modes of engagement.” Of DEED’s users,
80% fall between the ages of 18 and 34.
I spoke with Kashi to better understand what

financially insecure and disconnected from
a cause. However, a systematized, simplified,
and social charitable plan can ensure we’re

on a more regular basis. Find organizations

Beyond the selection process, continue to
leverage technology. Apps like DEED allow
you to more easily incorporate philanthropy
into daily life. Kashi says, “We wanted to
make volunteering accessible and eliminate
the barriers. The app lets you find opportunities that fit within your schedule and near
where is convenient to you.”

able to continue to give and better connect

Both charitable and overall financial planning

with the causes that matter most.

help people deconstruct and better contend

ZACH CONWAY

of narcissism, we have actually begun to lead philanthropy toward a brighter future.

point, select a few organizations to which
you’d like to donate your time and money

approaches.

philanthropy can leave donors feeling

08

plan should focus on simplicity. As a starting

philanthropic endeavors. As a financial

money donated, a scattershot method of

further shows that we care more about each other than others believe. While we’re often chastised for our incidents

we’re trying to accomplish. A philanthropy

advisor, I’ve recognized that while Millennials

with our efforts. No matter the amount of

we are wired for altruism. And beyond our brains, recent anecdotal evidence in the wake of several natural disasters

seek to avoid complexity that impedes what

with important causes that also seek to

global scale, many of us remain unsatisfied

group far more focused on curating the perfect selfie than saving the world. But despite our reputation, scientists say

Simplified
As a Millennial, I’ve found that we typically

engage younger donors through innovative

and even younger generations will likely

Some say Millennials epitomize self-centered behavior among the generational ranks. We’re supposedly a social

thought possible.

makes Millennials tick when it comes to

continue to influence charitable giving on a

Want Your Giving To Make
More Of A Difference?
Create A Charitable Plan

continue giving or even to give more than we

with complex issues. A plan can create

can share experiences within the DEED
community. Kashi says, “You’re able to see
what’s happening at these events and you
can invite friends to join you.” Kashi added

efficiencies with our time and money,

that the top 10 most influential users on the

Many of us struggle when trying to decide

meaning we can spend more time and

app have generated 15 million impressions

when, how, and what to give. Millennials are

money doing the things we find important

on social media. That’s a lot of eyeballs on

and that lead to lasting happiness. Simplicity

non-profits that might otherwise fail with

leads donors and volunteers toward

internal marketing efforts.

Systematized
inclined to respond to gripping stories and
authenticity, which means we react in force
for the victims of singular events like
Hurricane Harvey. This has an obvious
benefit for such tragedies, but ongoing
social problems like poverty, homelessness,

stronger satisfaction in philanthropic
endeavors and everyday life.

Social

As tragedy continues to strike and we look
to make a difference for those in need,
consider setting aside time to think through

A charitable plan can incorporate a more

a longer-term strategy. Ultimately, a charitable

hands-on approach beyond the dollars and

plan can allow us to make giving a part

cents. By adding intimate volunteering

of our lives rather than a guilt-ridden

A charitable plan incorporates a specific

experiences with peers to an overall plan,

afterthought. Systematized, simple, and

schedule for when to give throughout the

donors can connect with a cause at the

social charitable planning among Millennials

year. That doesn’t mean donors shouldn’t

ground level. Kashi explains, “We found that

will satisfy our desire to help and will

make one-off donations, but a framework for

when people physically engage and

continue to define the future of philanthropy.

repeated giving helps donors build stronger,

visualize the impact they have on their local

longer-term bonds with recipients that need

community, they become long-term

consistent help.

volunteers and donors.”

and food and water scarcity don’t always
garner consistent attention.

A version of this article appeared on Forbes.
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ZACH CONWAY

even those that recognize these

4 Ways The Financial Industry
Fails Socially Conscious Investors

conscious clients to just one of the

nuances still tend to assign socially

PERSONAL NOTES

basic approaches, even when a more
complicated blend of the three is more

JAKE PIASECKI

appropriate.

Yet another great year at Conway Wealth Group! As a com-

Not only do financial advisors pride

pany, we underwent numerous changes that are going to

themselves on delivering personalized

better position us to enhance the client experience. As we see

advice, but industry “Know Your Client”

the technology around us rapidly evolving, it is important that

rules require we gather detailed client

we as a business continue to do the same.

information and preferences so we can

This past spring, I took an annual ski trip out west with friends

provide suitable investment recommen-

to Steamboat Springs, Colorado. Although a three-hour drive

dations. Our ability to listen defines our
success. Still, we’re human, which

from Denver, it is quite a beautiful trek as you wind through the

means we hear things through our own

Rocky Mountains, and the skiing was remarkable!

perspectives, a filter that sometimes
skews what a client has conveyed. But
at an average age of 51, advisor
philosophies have often matched those
of their mostly Baby Boomer client base,
lowering the chance of things getting

In July, we attended the Newport Folk Festival. We spent three days listening to music on our
friend’s sailboat in the cove. It was quite the experience! Starting in Newport, we checked off seeing
some of the greats in David Crosby, Willie Nelson, and Van Morrison throughout the remainder of
the summer. We’re going to continue checking off the all-time great musician’s bucket list with The
Rolling Stones in 2019!

lost in translation.

As a family, we make a point every summer to take a trip to Long Beach Island. The family is

Since the gap in worldviews has now

growing as we welcomed my newest nephew to the bunch this year, giving my parents their fifth

widened as a new generation of clients

grandchild. It really is enjoyable and important to take time away from the office, especially with

shakes up conventional thinking, advisors

family and those with whom we are closest.

might more often misinterpret preferences or project their own onto these

I wish you all a happy and healthy 2019.

younger investors. And rather than asking
the right questions about personal values
that go beyond the dollars and cents,
we’re quick to make broad assumptions
For years, financial institutions and advisors

Of a Millennial generation that will inherit a

varying definitions have confused not only

have dismissed socially conscious investing

$30 trillion transfer of wealth, 86% show an

investors, but the professionals trying to

as the well-intentioned but misguided

interest in socially responsible investing,

provide advice. While an ESG strategy

philosophy of naïve investors. To the old

according to Morgan Stanley.

guard, investment decisions should prioritize
returns above all else, regardless of personal
values that might directly conflict with the
investment itself. The idea that investing
could and should serve a dual purpose—to
improve both performance and the world—
has forever clashed with the “greed is good”
cutthroat convictions of Wall Street.

and advisors have a long way to go when it
comes to delivering the products, services,
and advice that align with personal values.
As a Millennial and a financial advisor, I know
my industry needs to first acknowledge
missteps so we can adapt to changing
preferences and find more effective

and governance factors, traditional socially
responsible investing (SRI) puts specific
values ahead of performance by excluding
certain companies from a portfolio. Meanwhile, impact investors predominantly seek
for-profit companies making a positive
impact beyond the bottom line.

ideas that totally misalign with what

Find Us Online

matters most to the client.

We Push Products
Unfortunately, assumptions about the
largest segment of our population has
resulted in cookie-cutter investment
products that put sizzle over substance.
Hundreds of mutual funds and exchange-traded funds (ETFs) now
showcase some sort of ESG label, often
without any clear criteria as to what a

Small voices rarely effect real change,

solutions. To that end, I’ve compiled a list of

Unfortunately, much of the industry is either

company must do to rate highly in ESG.

particularly when up against deeply

the four ways the financial industry has failed

unaware of these different definitions or

Many ESG-labeled funds also include

Our video series offers news you can use. In quick clips, Michael and Zachary Conway

entrenched conventional thinking. As most

socially conscious investors.

conflates them into one, formulaic approach

holdings that score highly in one ESG

offer insights and tips that help people avoid financial planning mistakes, stay up-to-date
on economic and market events, and live a life beyond the numbers.

investors have historically set aside values to

10

Despite this increasing demand, institutions

prioritizes returns by investing in companies
that rate highly in environmental, social,

about Millennials, resulting in investment

for any client who shows interest in socially

factor like environmental standards, but

prioritize the bottom line, financial institutions

We Can’t Define It

conscious investing. Such a singular view

fail miserably in social or governance

haven’t felt an economic incentive to

As investors expressed different socially

overlooks the important purpose behind the

factors. For example, one well-regarded

develop better solutions. But a new

conscious preferences over time, a few

different approaches and effectively

ETF includes Wells Fargo, a company

generation has begun to push socially

industry approaches emerged, including

dismisses the specific values and prefer-

with a now infamous corporate mandate

conscious investing into the mainstream.

ESG, SRI, and impact investing. However,

ences of individual investors. Meanwhile,

to defraud its customers.
Continued on page 19

Find the entire series and subscribe to our channel at
www.youtube.com/user/ConwayWealthGroup.
Don’t forget to follow us on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn.

ZACH AND MICHAEL CONWAY

Goodnation Founder
ROB HANSEN
Helps Donors Find
Meaning In Making
A Difference

You started your career focused on
getting dollars to important causes.
At what point did you realize you
needed to become a matchmaker
instead of a fundraiser?

To create the bridge between the two can
prove incredibly powerful. That’s what we
do at Goodnation.

Families often have a tough time
aligning on a cause. How does
Goodnation work with multigenerational donors who might
have differing values?

was working in the Bronx for a very effective

A lot of us sit on the sidelines
because we don’t know where to
begin. How does Goodnation ease
donors into the process?

youth development organization focused on

We make it easy and enjoyable because we

perspectives. If we start by discussing a

helping young people get high school

think so many people are willing to donate that

particular organization, a family will find

diplomas and jobs. Then a major govern-

just haven’t taken that first step. We created

plenty of reasons to disagree. So we

ment grant was cut. So I worked with the

an easy-to-use online platform that assesses

discuss values first. We want to hear each

board and staff to raise a lot of money, but it

your core values in a short survey and then

family member talk about what he or she

wasn’t quite enough. I came to understand

provides matches to causes and organizations

cares about most. If I prioritize a value of

that every organization faces a “network

involved in those causes. If there’s a cause you

human dignity, it may not be your top value,

There was actually a very clear moment. I

limit.” And I started to think about how we
could get beyond that limit. That’s where the
matchmaking idea began. On one side,
there are organizations doing fantastic work
all over the country. And on the other side,
we have a country of very generous donors.

want to explore that’s not on our platform,
we can build it for you. We also provide
philanthropy advisors who you can call and
meet with in person. They will facilitate that
important first family meeting.

We start by accepting that reality and
recognizing that there’s value in different

but it’s difficult to say that it’s something not
worthwhile to believe in. Still, complete
alignment isn’t possible, so families may
choose to share multiple gifts, and we
empower each family member to take the
lead on each of those donations.
Continued on page 14

Americans donated more than $410 billion dollars to charities in 2017, according to Giving USA. Yet hundreds
of well-run nonprofits still struggle to raise money because many would-be donors simply don’t know where
to begin when it comes to backing a particular organization. In fact, the initial struggle in selecting a cause
to support represents the biggest barrier for people willing to donate, according to the 2018 U.S. Trust Study
of High-Net-Worth Philanthropy.
Even for donors who can commit to a cause, only half have a structured, budgeted giving plan—the most
influential factor in defining our sense of philanthropic fulfillment, according to the survey. Without such a plan,
we tend to take a much more scattershot giving approach that leaves us unsatisfied and therefore unlikely to
make future donations. And while we tend to think through gifting strategies only in the context of tax laws and
deductions, more meaningful, values-based philanthropic plans that align with financial goals can create a
much more powerful sense of engagement and purpose.
Rob Hansen has spent more than 20 years helping nonprofits succeed. As a development director, Rob raised
funds from leading New York City foundations and ultimately joined the Robin Hood Foundation, where he
worked for five years. Having learned the power of donor engagement, Rob created Goodnation, a personalized
advisory platform that matches donor values with organizations that are most effective at serving those in need.
We sat down with Rob to talk about how Goodnation continues to help every donor find more meaning in
making a difference.
Photo by Qimei Fu.
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Continued from page 13

In what way do you think connecting
with a cause improves a donor’s
own financial well-being?
When you first determine what’s meaningful
for a donor, the overall financial plan can
better align with and facilitate those specific
charitable goals. Then the donor can drive
the change he or she wants to see in the
world. Too often, we see the opposite,
where people are reacting and responding
to things like the big ask from the alma mater
rather than setting up a long-term strategy.
With a plan, you can instead assess the
potential big gift in a broader context and
respond accordingly. You eliminate the risk
of giving a gift that’s too big or not well-timed.

What do you think most determines
a donor’s satisfaction?
Every donor is unique. It’s about connecting
to something that’s personally meaningful
and deciding what kind of change one
wants to see in the world. That’s the first
part. The second part is selecting the
organization that can actually create that
change. It’s great to connect to a cause, but
you need to find the group that’s most
effective in addressing the cause. Then it’s

A lot of large donors make giving
decisions based on misleading
spending ratios and data like the
overhead costs of a nonprofit. How
does Goodnation redefine the way
we assess organizations?
Ratios can tell you how dollars are spent,
but they don’t tell you about impact. Two
organizations could spend the same amount
of money and have totally different outcomes when it comes to addressing the
cause. I understand the temptation to look
at ratios because it’s so difficult for donors
to try to pick one of the roughly 87,000
organizations in the U.S. that have a budget
of $500,000 or more. At Goodnation, we
look to the top 10 professional foundations,
like Robin Hood—where I used to work—or
the Gates Foundation, Bloomberg and so
on, that spend more than $1 billion on due

NANCY CHUNG

KEN KOVACS

After working for Conway Wealth Group

With great excitement and anticipation,

for almost 20 years, I retired at the end of

I look forward to a New Year, having

2018. Looking back, I will miss my

recently rejoined the Conway Wealth Group

colleagues and many clients with whom

this past November as Director of Client

I’ve had regular contact.

Services. I have very large shoes to fill

In retirement, my top priority is to first

for a particular organization. If you’re a donor

organize my closets and home to prepare

who wants to talk to someone about the

for my new lifestyle. Since the winter

From 2002 to 2012, I served Conway

the Goodnation platform can dramatically

details of an organization, you can speak

months can be cold in New Jersey, my

Wealth Group as Director of Marketing

narrow the scope so donors can focus

with the charity angel who can provide that

plan during these months is to travel and

and Communications, working with

solely on high-performing organizations that

on-the-ground perspective. We think that as

rent out a home in a different place each

Nancy, and absorbing Michael’s unique

have the biggest impact regardless of ratios.

donors get to know organizations, they too

year for two to three months, to sightsee,

approach to financial services. I’ve

to relax, and to spend time to meet up

enjoyed getting reacquainted with many

with friends and family members from

old client faces, as well as meeting many

various parts of the country and abroad.

new ones, as the practice has grown

A time share or a second home, even in

in so many ways.

diligence, research, and monitoring to find
and fund the best and most impactful
organizations. By following that guidance,

can become charity angels and advocate for

about seeing the impact of your gift.

What’s next for Goodnation?

Goodnation built in a feedback loop so

We’ve debuted something called charity

also excited to learn from donors and their

donors can see the change as it’s happening,

angels—people who become ambassadors

giving experience so that we can create

which drives satisfaction.

for charities on our platform. Each angel is

even more change.

the group they care so deeply about. We’re

warmer climates, would require ongoing
maintenance. I would rather have flexibility
at this stage than feel tied down to a
specific location.

At Conway Wealth Group, it’s our mission to guide families toward Aligning Life & Wealth
by finding satisfaction in life beyond the numbers. We believe you truly embody that ethos
for yourself and for the donors you empower to find deeper fulfillment through charitable
giving. With that in mind, we’d like to present you with this year’s Conway Wealth Group
Aligning Life & Wealth Award.

®

®
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providing concierge service to our clients

someone who understands and advocates

as Nancy Chung heads into retirement.

Work-life balance is important. This past
summer, my two teenage daughters
(Alyssa-16 and Ashley-14), my wonderful
wife Janet, and I escaped to Ocean City,

After working for most of my life, this will

MD, for a much-needed vacation. Para-

be a new experience for me. Just as we

sailing, beaching with wild horses on

discuss with clients, I know this phase of

Assateague island, crabbing, biking on

life can be very satisfying and fulfilling.

the boardwalk, laser tag, and water parks

Best wishes to you and your family for a
healthy, happy, and fulfilling New Year!

Continued from page 3

Should Politics
Affect Your
Portfolio?
• Consumer attitudes. Another potent
influence on the stock market is
consumer attitudes, which are
measured by consumer sentiment
and consumer confidence surveys.
Typically, consumer spending
comprises about two-thirds of the
American economy, so consumer
optimism or pessimism can move
markets.
In general, presidents and political
parties get too much credit (and too
much blame) for the performance of
stock markets. Looking at the performance of the Standard & Poor’s 500
Index during the past 50 or so years,
the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index has
gained value during a presidential term
more often than it has lost value,
regardless of who is president or which
political party controls Congress.
While stock markets can be quite
volatile over short periods of time,
historically, over longer periods, share
prices have risen, although there is no
guarantee this will always be the case.
The bottom line is that investment
decisions should not be determined
by politics. When it comes to building
a portfolio, your cash flow needs, time
horizon, and risk tolerance should be
the primary considerations.

provided lots of fun and great memories.
I’ve learned rather quickly that being a dad
to two teenagers is a far cry from the
simplicity of the single-digit years!
Life is short and time is our most precious
commodity. I wish you all a very happy
and healthy New Year and encourage
you to live with the passion and loving
intentionality that makes life worth living.
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ZACH CONWAY

Ditching Digital Media For
Deeper Relationships Can Make
Us Happy, Purposeful, And Rich

human inputs that most affect the bottom line. Think about it.

We struggle to see a future worthy of financial and emotional

Economists measure every possible economic input to GDP but

investment when we view money only as a means to keep up

disregard things like happiness levels among citizens. Yet almost

with what’s currently popular among our digital neighbors. As a

nothing matters more to financial outcomes than our state of

result, we disregard any kind of plan that might protect our

mind. And ultimately, having the emotional capacity to make

long-term financial security.

good financial decisions relies on our ability to establish meaningful
personal connections.
When we do, science says that our resulting positive outlook
allows for clearer and more complex thinking. Someone feeling

materialism, doing irreversible damage to our financial security

to make smart choices like putting a savings plan in place or

and, in turn, our happiness--and so on in an endless cycle.

behavior.

Purposeful
Beyond happiness, human connection also provides a greater
sense of purpose that makes us far more likely to create and
sustain long-term wealth. When we feel the support of others, our

Einstein-level theory.

putting her to bed. It’s usually a happy

on digital media, almost double the amount

moment without distraction. But the other

recorded in 2008, according to the 2018

night as I fed her, I mindlessly scrolled

Kleiner Perkins Internet Trends report.

Instagram, hovering over idealized versions

Meanwhile, science has proven that our

far more important opposite: Happiness

of people I didn’t even know. Suddenly,

happiness most depends on deep human

can buy money. And since real relation-

my daughter put her hand on my cheek.

connection.

I glanced at her to see wide eyes and raised
brows staring back at me in the dark. My
heart broke. How had I turned this time with
my kid into something unworthy of my
attention?
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As our social media obsessions seem to pull
us further away from real relationships, it’s
no surprise that happiness in the U.S.
continues to drop. But since I write about
money, I wondered what these trends

blemishes, which means we can set more realistic expectations
for ourselves. We suddenly feel less of a desire to constantly fill
some invisible void with reckless swipes of our credit card when
we find fulfillment in our relationships instead of things. And
while your Instagram feed might not look as flashy, cutting
unnecessary spending will make you richer than many people
attempt to appear.
I’m sure I’ll face plenty more stares from my daughter in the years

which means we’re motivated to perform better, push careers

to come, but I’m glad that her first real look of disappointment

forward, and boost income along the way. Feeling that support

reminded me of something so important: That I might feel a bit

and accountability also means we’re inclined to overcome

happier by connecting with her instead of the glare of a screen.

challenges that might otherwise do damage to our financial

And in doing so, I might find more of a purpose in making the

situation.

type of healthy money choices that will ultimately provide her with

social media, our purpose revolves around short-term rewards.

I connected the dots, I scribbled down my

When we instead connect with people, we see each other’s

purpose can often have meaning beyond earning a paycheck,

When we instead seek to live in the idealized world we see on

media. I did some Googling. In 2017,

based on bad assumptions. Since we only see the perfect social
media versions of each other, we try to keep up by way of

suffer the consequences of emotionally driven, irrational financial

average adults spent almost six hours a day

of each other’s existence, leading us to make money decisions

to tackle debt, but to actually stick to the plan. We’re more likely

ful relationships yield to our digital addictions, we’re more likely to

I have a nine-month-old daughter. She’s our

Digital media can also make us severely misinterpret the realities

optimistic of the future is more likely to not just define a strategy

avoiding overspending. While our happiness wanes as meaning-

first. Every night, I give her a bottle before

Rich

long-term financial security.
A version of this article appeared on Forbes.

While we all know the “money can’t buy
happiness” anachronism, we overlook its

ships make us happiest, maybe shutting
off social media and paying more attention
to the people around us might just make
us happy, purposeful, and rich.

Happy
We measure money because it’s funda-

If I could so easily disconnect from my own

toward disconnection and discontentment

adoring, adorable daughter, I wondered how

might mean to our financial wellbeing. It turns

mentally important to our lives. But while

far we’d all gone in forsaking each other to

out, science says that happy, purposeful

we look at things like savings rates and

stare longingly into the lonely abyss of social

people make better financial decisions. As

portfolio returns, we usually disregard the
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Continued from page 5

Continued from page 11

MATT D’AVELLA
Follows A Less-Is-More Guide
To Personal Finance
I needed that dopamine hit of getting rid of the loan
that cost me the most in dollar terms each month.
It worked.

Sometimes we can start a plan but fail
down the line. How does minimalism help
you stay on track?

Beyond these basic personal finance
principles, do you have a minimalistic
approach to investing?
I didn’t focus on investing until I had paid off debt and

4 Ways The Financial Industry
Fails Socially Conscious Investors
In defense of the industry, we face an incredibly difficult task in trying to create scalable solutions to an elusive
problem as every investor prioritizes different values. And beyond values, many of us have a fiduciary duty to
create diversified portfolios that also reflect a client’s financial objectives and risk tolerance. Technology will likely
play the most important role in this endeavor as digital platforms emerge that can determine each investor’s
values and create completely customized portfolios that still provide appropriate asset allocation and strong
performance.

felt that I had room in my monthly budget. When I
finally got there, investing was all about keeping it
simple. I focused on low-cost mutual funds that

Minimalism forces me to continuously ask myself

mostly include stocks and have a proven track record.

about what will truly make me happy. Before, did I

Though stocks can be risky, I knew that

really need all that material stuff or could I have been

I could put money into the market and go along for

happier with much less? Once I could identify my real

the ride for the next 30 or more years. I knew that
meant I didn’t necessarily need to worry about what
was happening in the market every day or every
month because as long as I didn’t sell my investment,
I’d likely see my money grow over the long term.
Going forward, I add a certain amount into my
account each month.

So it seems like minimalism helped you
to not only reduce personal finances into
simple steps, but to altogether rethink
the meaning of wealth. How do you define
wealth now?
Wealth means having enough. It means financial
stability and the freedom to take the kind of risks in life

Investing has confused us all even before the proliferation of socially conscious concepts. We haven’t always

that lead toward real happiness. When you’re trapped

taken the time to unwrap for clients the complexities of investment approaches or decipher the endless

in debt, it’s hard to improve your circumstances and

industry jargon and acronyms. We’ve wrongly believed that our value comes from our knowledge rather

therefore impossible to pay attention to what matters

than our ability to pass knowledge to investors. Now, we need to not only better explain the purpose and

most. Now I can actually focus on my life. Now I know

importance of portfolio allocation, but how socially conscious approaches fit in with financial priorities.

that my net worth doesn’t equal my worth. We just
can’t let our financial anxieties stop us from taking

To that end, we need to speak up when we notice that values and financial priorities misalign. For example,

the first step.

a client might prefer to screen out many industries and asset classes yet also wants minimal risk and portfolio

What’s next for you?

sinless people in a room (let alone one), no one can put together a portfolio of completely sinless companies.

I might see a catalog and need to run out and buy
that new thing, advertising suddenly didn’t have the

I’m excited to keep making short films for my YouTube

same effect. Fundamentally altering how you value

channel and to sit down to have meaningful conversa-

things in life has lasting effects on your behavior.

tions on my podcast, The Ground Up Show.

values, I could stop chasing after the meaningless.
I stopped wanting things all the time. When before

You’re no longer trained to make bad decisions with
your money.
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We Don’t Educate

A version of this article appeared on Forbes.

stability. Education should always include honest conversations about reality. Just as its impossible to put 10
Tesla, for example, which ranks among the most socially conscious companies on earth across all ESG factors,
faced criticism from Amnesty International for exploiting child labor.
Ultimately, we need to better engage our clients and have more respect for changing preferences. The sooner
the industry acknowledges its failures, the sooner we can break free from tired philosophies and embrace the
realities of the future. In doing so, we’ll not only better serve a new generation of investors, but maybe do some
good in the world along the way. I’m sure we could use it.
A version of this article appeared on Forbes.
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Investment advisory and financial planning services offered through Summit Financial, LLC,
an SEC Registered Investment Adviser, doing business as Conway Wealth Group, LLC.
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